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Executive Summary
This deliverable (issued at M1) presents the results of the activity carried out in Task 6.1 (Dissemination)
under the leadership of ICCS. The deliverable consists of the first release of the HARPA web site at www.harpaproject.eu. This document represents the accompanying report summarizing the main features of both the
public and private areas of the project website. Updating of the websites is an ongoing activity and it will follow
project’s deployment. The HARPA project website has been developed to support both internal dissemination
(cooperation and knowledge sharing between the partners) and external dissemination. The HARPA website
will be periodically updated according to the emerging needs of the Consortium and to provide an up to date
overall picture of the project status and results.
The deliverable describes the Website structures and main features: (i) A description of the public website,
(ii) A description of the private website, (iii) A description of the LinkedIn group for HARPA, (iv) A description of
the website statistics.
Note that the “splash page” of the HARPA project is online since September 19th, 2013, while the complete
project website is under operation by end of September 2013.
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1 Introduction
Nowadays people from all around the globe need to communicate with each other efficiently in order to
succeed in their shared goals. Furthermore, they need to find a proper way to promote effectively their work to
the general public. The HARPA website consists of the first set of measures specifically designed to increase the
visibility of the project results and support their impact.
The core of the website supports interactivity and strengthened collaboration between partners. The
creation of specific user groups allows users to avoid redundant effort. By using an efficient management
scheme, users focus on the necessary activities. Nevertheless, they can always have detailed view of the
current project status, as well as of the previous ones.
In addition to this, the website promotes the innovative content developed by this consortium. Visitors may
receive general project information and keep up with project’s status through the site. After all, the website’s
primary purpose is to enhance dissemination activity.
The overall content of the website is divided into the publicly available and the private one. The former
(project information and publicly-characterized deliverables) is available to every visitor of the website and
does not require any credentials. The latter consists of confidential documents only available by website users
having the respective credentials. Those credentials can be acquired only after a request to the website
administrator. Briefly, the program coordinator and the work package leaders have full access to the private
documents, the general assembly users can have read-only access to all documents, while the European
Commission members and reviewers can only have read-only access to deliverables and review meeting
documents.
Ultimately, the website adopts a joint open-source and proprietary model to exploit the results obtained; by
using this website partners may make their work publicly available or shared with other members.
In parallel with the HARPA website, a LinkedIn group for the HARPA project has already been created. With
this group, HARPA can exploit the power of social media in order to facilitate the information publishing from
the project partners, as well as to enable institutions, organizations, enterprises, as well as individuals to
participate by joining the group and giving their valuable feedback.
The rest of the document is organized as follows: The host platform and software is described. The main
layout and features of the website are presented. Some further emphasis is given on the website’s private
area, the LinkedIn group of HARPA, as well as on the way the website keeps track of its visitors.
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2 Host Hardware and Software
The URL of the HARPA website is http://www.harpa-project.eu .
The HARPA website is hosted at National Technical University of Athens, on a desktop machine used for
serving web content. The operating system of the machine is GNU/Linux 3.x.
The following additional software is required for the website and thus is used: nginx - a HTTP / HTTPS
server, Lighttpd's PHP FastCGI - a PHP CGI, and MySQL - a relational database management system.
Daily incremental backups and a monthly global backup ensure the integrity of public and private data.
The platform of the HARPA website is Joomla 3.x, a popular, open source content management system
platform. Most of parts of the website content are served via dynamic pages including documents and private
files.

3 Introduction to System Scenarios
In this section the website structure is presented.

3.1 Layout
Each webpage consists of the following sections:

3.1.1 Header

Figure 1: Header section of the layout
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The top section of the page has the following elements:
 The HARPA project logo.
 The EU (European Union) and FP7 program logos.
 A horizontal navigational menu displaying links for the following web pages: Home, Description,
Partners, Documents, Useful Links and News.
 A search field for searching through the content presented inside the website (documents are not
included).

3.1.2 Main body
The main body of each page consists of content specific to each page and will be described in the next
section.

3.2 Content
HARPA website map appears in the following figure:

Figure 2: HARPA site map
Note that the content can be modified only by the administrator. However, this may change if agreed
among HARPA partners. The content is explained in the following sections:
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3.2.1 Home
Home is the first page of the site.

Figure 3: Current project homepage
It has a two-column layout: The left column contains the most recent news titles, the project key data and a
short description of the project. On the right column, there are three useful utilities:
 Connection to social media: two icon links which redirect to the LinkedIn group and the RSS feed of
HARPA respectively.
 Login Form: This is the entry point of HARPA partners to the private area. After logging in, this form
provides two buttons; for logging out and for accessing the user profile (through which the user can
change profile settings like his/her password).

3.2.2 Description
Used for analytic presentation and description of HARPA project, including the goals and challenges to
tackle, the project engine and the HARPA Work Packages (WP1-WP7). Workflows are described and explained
through both text and figures.
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Figure 4: Part of the description page

3.2.3 Partners
In this section visitors may find detailed contact information of the project partners. For each partner there
is at least one contact person.

Figure 5: Part of the partners’ page
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3.2.4 Documents
The Document types provided by HARPA are the following:
 A glossary with commonly used terms of the HARPA project.
 Publications in Journals and Conferences, as well as other publicly available files.
 Deliverable reports (like those in Figure 6). This page contains a list of all deliverable documents, as
well as links to publicly available deliverables that can be downloaded by any visitor.
o For accessing the confidential deliverables, the user should log in through the login form. In
that case, links to confidential deliverables will appear.

Figure 6: Part of project's deliverables list

3.2.5 Useful Links
It includes links to Networks of Excellence (EMSIG, HIPEAC), clusters of Embedded Systems (e.g. ARTEMIS)
and also International Conferences, in which (part of) the work included into the HARPA project is likely to be
presented. Additionally, there are links to relevant European projects.

Figure 7: Useful Links section
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3.2.6 News
This page shows a full presentation of the latest news and events related with the HARPA project. Call for
Papers will appear, as well as internal activity events (e.g. technical meetings).

3.2.7 Future content
As future content, the website of HARPA can include sections like useful free software (tools, disc images,
simulation platforms etc.) for both demonstration purposes and for facilitating the partner’s productivity.

3.3 Private Area
The private area of the website contains a special section of the HARPA website, which is available to
visitors depending on their login status. A special link for the private area exists on the menu. This link is visible
only to logged in users. For user login, the Login Form of the right side of the web site should be used. After
logging in, the user can access the private area by using the submenu “Private Area” which is visible on the
right of the main menu.
The “Private Area” submenu consists of the following links:
 Downloads: The download area of the HARPA website. It contains internal documents used for
information exchange among partners (e.g. during meetings) and for archiving the activity of HARPA.
o The deliverable documents can only be accessed by the “Deliverables” link of the “Documents”
submenu.
 Upload Deliverables: In this section, a logged-in user can upload and manage any deliverable file.
 My Files + Internal File upload: The registered users can upload both internal files and deliverables,
according to the user rights described in III.3.3. Also, every user can delete his/her own files from the
repository.
 User Profile: By using this link, the registered users are allowed to view and change their profile
settings (e.g. name and password).

3.3.1 Downloads
The download section provides an infrastructure for sharing internal files between the project partners. This
infrastructure is implemented by Phoca Download v3.0.2 (http://www.phoca.cz/phocadownload/), which is
modified adequately by the website administrator in order to support the advanced user permissions of HARPA
website. Sharing is established in a directory structure way: There are folders / categories and sub-folders /
sub-categories, where the users are allowed to submit files. This section contains only internal files, while
deliverables are visible only in the “Deliverables” secton of the “Documents” submenu.
Internal documents are divided into the following categories, while more categories may be created during
the project runtime:
 Working Documents include files which support the cooperation among the partners.
 In the Tools and Documentation section, the partners can find tools and the relevant documentation,
like demos or facilitating utilities, which are intended to be used internally.
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In the Technical meeting documents, partners may find resources on HARPA’s technical meetings
(documents, slides etc.). There can be sub-containers to separate each technical meeting.
The Review Meeting documents, the partners can upload all the appropriate material of the review
meetings, in order to enable the faster and easier file exchange among partners before and during
each meeting, as well as to retain an archive of all review meetings.
Legal documents contain material concerning legal issues of HARPA.
Other documents folder contains miscellaneous files that do not fit in any other container.

Figure 8: Download section

3.3.2 User Groups
The users are divided in four user groups: guests, project partners and European Commission Reviewers.
Guests: Guests are not allowed in the private area. The only downloads provided to those users are the
publicly available documents in the public section of the HARPA website.
Project partners: Project partner accounts allow users to access all website’s content including all the
private sections of the HARPA website.
European Commission Project Officer & Reviewers (EC-R): This group has limited viewing access to some
private sections of the documents, such as project deliverables with restricted dissemination level and review
meetings.
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3.3.3 User Rights
In addition to the previous groups, the Project Coordinator (PC) is in charge of managing documents for the
General Assembly (GA) working group, while work-package leaders (WPL) manage documents for their
respective work-package. All these users and groups are set up and defined by the website administrator.
Different access levels were created for each working group (PC, GA, WPL), allowing different access rights
to the resources provided by the collaborative area. For instance, read-only access is given for GA, WPL can
also add or delete files.
Table 1 summarizes access rights of the several users for the Download Area.
Table 1: User access rights
User Types
GA
WPL

EC-R

Acc, Add

Acc

Acc, Add

Acc

Acc, Add

Acc

Acc, Add

Acc, Add

Acc

Acc, Add

Technical
Meetings

Acc, Add

Acc

Acc, Add

Review
Meetings

Acc, Add

Acc

Acc, Add

Acc, Add

Acc

Acc, Add

Acc, Add

Acc

Acc, Add

Information
Deliverables
Working
Documents
Tools and
Documentation

Legal
Documents
Other
Documents

PC

Acc

Legend:
Acc - The user is allowed to access the document or the information and use it for project purposes
Add - The user is allowed to upload new documents or information.
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3.3.4 File Submission and Management
The file submission system includes two separate upload sections: for deliverables and for internal files.
The screenshot below presents the deliverables upload page. The deliverables page is a custom PHP
software, implemented by the website administrator. The user can choose the file to be uploaded by clicking
the “Browse” button of the respective deliverable. “Upload” button accomplishes the uploading.

Figure 9: Deliverable submission

In an uploaded deliverable, the user can do the following (Figure 10):
 Deliverable downloading.
 Deliverable erasing (useful in case of file replacement).
 Deliverable publishing or unpublishing in case the deliverable is marked as “Public (PU)”. In general, a
PU deliverable, when uploaded, is not visible in public, but only logged-in users can download it. By
publishing the deliverable, the user can set it as visible to non-logged-in visitors.
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Figure 10: Deliverable management (example)
The screenshot below shows the upload section for the internal files. This upload page is provided by a
modified version of Phoca Download v3.0.2 (http://www.phoca.cz/phocadownload/). Firstly, the user should
choose a category where the file will be inserted. The minimum requirements for submitting a file are the
Filename and the File Title. Furthermore, the user may indicate a description for the file, a version number, as
well as other fields.
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Figure 11: File submission
Also, the user can define a new sub-category, by using the section “Create New Sub-Category”, giving a subcategory name and clicking on “Create category”. This section is visible only when a category is chosen. Also,
when the checkbox near “set new category as default” is checked, then the page is refreshed with the new
category to be automatically chosen. Any time, the current sub-category is visible in the upper part of the form.
Finally, the user can perform basic file management, by hiding or deleting the files that (s)he has uploaded.
In particular, a file can be visible or hidden by the user’s clicking on the respective icon of the “Published”
column. Also, the user can delete a file by clicking on the icon of the “Delete” column.
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3.4 Mailing Lists
HARPA offers the following mailing lists:
 harpa@mail.cs.ucy.ac.cy : This is the general mailing list of the HARPA project.
 harpa-visitors@microlab.ntua.gr: This is a public mailing list dedicated to visitors and third parties.

3.5 HARPA and Social Media
HARPA utilizes the high potential of the Social Media to publish its activity more efficiently. In particular, a
LinkedIn group has already been online since September 12, 2013 and can be accessed through
http://www.linkedin.com/groups/HARPA-European-Project-5173344.

Figure 12: The LinkedIn group main page for HARPA
Every HARPA partner registers in the LinkedIn group, in order to be a member of the group. The registration
request is sent to the group administrator (i.e. the website administrator), who validates the registration. This
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confirmation procedure applies for every registration request of other LinkedIn users who want to become
group members.
If agreed, the administrator can permit the free registration of every LinkedIn user into the group, without
validation procedure.
Every group member can open a new discussion and/or write comments on existing discussions, by entering
to the LinkedIn group webpage and using the field “Start a discussion…”, As shown in Figure 12. Also, every
member can open a new poll, which is a discussion with the form of voting.
According to the group profile options of each member, an e-mail is sent to the group members, containing
the activity of the group (i.e. new discussions, comments, polls etc). Each member can choose to be informed if
a new discussion is created, while there is the option for e-mail feedback about the group activity in weekly or
monthly basis or for no e-mail feedback at all. Choosing weekly activity feedback and e-mail notification about
new discussions enables the user to be fully up-to-date.
The discussions, the comments and the polls of the group are visible in public, i.e. to LinkedIn users who
are not members of the group, as well as non-users of LinkedIn. However, non-users of LinkedIn and nonmembers of the group cannot comment or create new discussions (this can change by the administrator if
desired).
The group administrator can publish announcements, which are sent to the group members via e-mail.

3.6 Website Statistics
For being informed about the popularity of HARPA website pages and files, the following statistics will be
derived:
o The total number of visits for all the pages of the website.
o The number of visits of the website per day.
o The number of the web pages of the website viewed per visit.
o The origin of the visitors (country, institute/company/university) and the number of the visitors from
each of the countries.
o The percentage (%) of the source of the HARPA website visits (e.g. direct visits, visits via search engines
and also visits via links to the HARPA website address, www.harpa-project.eu, placed on other relative
websites).
o The percentage (%) of the new and of the previous visitors of the website during each month (all
months of this year until the current are included).
Each of those metrics applies for:
o Page visits.
o File downloads (i.e. deliverables, software, other public documents).
o Links to publications.
Note that the web accesses from the network locations of the HARPA partners are excluded from the
delivered statistics.
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HARPA uses Google Analytics (GA) to track its traffic. GA is a free service offered by Google that generates
detailed statistics about the visitors to a website. By using smart filters GA could exclude traffic coming from
partners and other unwanted sources. Furthermore, GA supports sending e-mail reports under strict schedule
(daily/weekly/monthly/quarterly).

Figure 13: Google Analytics example
The access of the Google Analytics site requires a Google account. Partners may contact with the website
administrator in order to request access by providing their Google account’s name.
Apart from Google Analytics, which is used for the site itself, statistics can be extracted for LinkedIn group
too:
 By parsing the group timeline, it is easy to find which discussions have most of the comments or likes.
Also, the button "Popular" in the discussions tab (which can be used by every visitor) can sort out the
discussions by displaying the mostly visited first.
 LinkedIn provides a feature which extracts more statistics about both the users who participate into
the group, as well as the new discussions and comments which are added. In particular, typical
statistics examples are:
 The top 5 identities of the participants (e.g. CEO, Researcher, Individual, etc.), with the respective
percentage.
 The top 5 locations.
 The top 5 of industry or academy institutions to which the participants belong.
 Monthly activity, i.e. number of discussions and comments, in the form of chart representation.
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3.7 Conclusions
In this report, both the public and the private-area content of the HARPA website are described. The public
content provides detailed information about the project and its activity domain, while the private area
establishes an infrastructure for the efficient data exchange between partners. Moreover, the use of the
LinkedIn group of HARPA enables the members of the group to stay up-to-date about the activity of HARPA and
exchange opinions and comments. In addition, this report provides information about the mailing lists of
HARPA, as well as means to trace statistics like site visits, downloads, etc. through the usage of Google
Analytics.
HARPA website will be continuously updated with all the necessary material concerning deliverables and
project’s overall progress. Also, the features of the website will be periodically augmented, according to the
changing requirements and demands of the project. The list below itemizes possible features to be added
during the on-going development period of HARPA website:


Public Downloads Section: This section will include open-source tools and other releases available to
the public. That section will occupy its own special place among other elements of the main menu.



Git Version Control System: Git is a distributed revision control system which gives emphasis on
being fast. Every Git working directory is a full-fledged repository with complete history logging and full
revision tracking capabilities, which does not depend on network access or central server. Distributed
under the terms of version 2 of the GNU General Public License, Git is a free software. The partners of
HARPA will be able to share code in this organized, version-controlled system. Also, there is the option
of releasing (part of) the code to public.
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